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Session 4 of the UNDROP training seminar aims to

concretize the theoretical context that was addressed

previously, and in particular during session 2 (Key

rights) and 3 (Concrete cases of violations of

peasants’ rights). It is about discussing how and with

which tools rural organizations can work for the

implementation of the UNDROP. It is also about

discussing existing and future promotion and

implementation efforts and strategies.



Development of training, monitoring and advocacy tools to

support activities and strategies at national, regional and

international levels. 2) Elaboration of an implementation

action plan for countries/regions, developed by and for the

participants and their respective organizations.

Objectives of Session 4

To start, participants will follow an individual and self-training

part, through training materials focused on the meaning of

implementation. Following this, an interactive part will be

initiated via zoom, where concrete examples of promotion and

implementation in the regions will be presented. Then, working

groups (the samesconstituted for the previous session 3) will

be organized to discuss the concrete cases presented during

session 3 and the measures and tools that could be

developed as part of a strategy to end violations and promote

the implementation of the UNDROP. A methodology called

"project accelerator" will be used, through which an attempt

will be made to elaborate a concrete implementation plan for

each participant. Finally, we will return to the plenary, where

the results of the working groups will be shared, leading to a

collective discussion.

Methodology



TRAINING MATERIALs

Watch the video “Elements and strategies of

implementation” (Raffaele Morgantini, CETIM)

Watch the video presentation of a fundamental tool for the

promotion and implementation of the UNDROP: The website

"Defending Peasant Rights" (Coline Hubert, coordinator and

editor of the website)

Research brief of the Geneva

Academy of International

Humanitarian Law and Human

Rights "The implementation

of the UN Declaration on the

rights of peasants and other

people working in rural areas"

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V2UKHJoA3dw&list=PLO7Fka189M_OnsI3X_Ubsj2R434AbbTN5&index=1&pp=iAQB
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SU9PaYLWFGo&list=PLO7Fka189M_OnsI3X_Ubsj2R434AbbTN5&index=2&pp=iAQB
https://www.geneva-academy.ch/joomlatools-files/docman-files/The%20implementation%20of%20the%20UN%20Declaration%20on%20the%20rights%20of%20peasants%20and%20other%20people%20w.pdf
https://www.geneva-academy.ch/joomlatools-files/docman-files/The%20implementation%20of%20the%20UN%20Declaration%20on%20the%20rights%20of%20peasants%20and%20other%20people%20w.pdf

